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CLINICAL IMMUNOLOGY AND IMMUNOPATHOLOGY 5, 147-158 (1976) 

MEETING REPORTS 

Fourteenth Midwinter Conference of Immunologists’ 
(January 1975) 

NATALIE E. CREMER 

Viral and Rickettsial Disease Laboratory, California State Department of Health, 
Berkeley, California 94704 

AND 

GALE A. GRANGER 

Department Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, University of California, Irvine. 
California 92664 

INTRODUCTION 

The Fourteenth Midwinter Conference of Immunologists was held January 
25-28, 1975 at Asilomar Conference Grounds, Pacific Grove, California. It con- 
sisted of five half-day sessions which were concerned with “Mediators and the 
Immune Response.” A special lecture was given by Irvin H. Lepow in memory of 
Dan H. Campbell, a cofounder of the Conference in 1962 with Frank Dixon and H. 
Hugh Fudenberg. This lecture will be an annual event and will be known as the Dan 
H. Campbell Memorial Lectureship. Dr. Dixon introduced the first lecture in the 
series with some of his recollections of Dr. Campbell, both as a scientist and as a 
friend. He pointed out that although Dr. Campbell was an immunochemist he had 
great curiosity about and insight into biologic processes which enabled him to 
interrelate the two fields and thus to make unique contributions to both. 

DAN H. CAMPBELL LECTURE 

Dr. Lepow presented perspectives on immunolgic mediator systems. From his 
experience with the complement systems, he selected three examples, illustrative 
of the Hegelian nature (thesis, antithesis, synthesis) of scientific investigation, 
particularly in the earlier stages of maturation of a field. Each was marked by 
apparently diametrically apposed concepts which emerged, in fact, to be at least 
partially reconcilable. Each suffered from problems of methodology, lack of ap- 
preciation of technical details, and need for definitive purification and characteriza- 
tion of the relevant proteins. Each was resolved, at least in part, by independent 
observations which were not immediately directed to the controversy at issue. The 
examples selected and reviewed to the extent necessary to establish these perspec- 
tives were (1) the enzymatic and macromolecular nature of C 1; (2) appreciation of 
cleavage products of both C3 and C5 as phlogistic peptides compatible with desig- 
nation as anaphylatoxins; and (3) establishment of the properdin system as an 
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alternative pathway of complement activation. Although it was not implied that all 
scientific controversies are resolved by Hegelian synthesis, the frequency with 
which this occurs, and is contributed to, by the serendipitous interplay of observa- 
tions flowing from vigorous basic research, is impressive. In the context of the 
theme of the Conference, it was also noteworthy, as reviewed in the above exam- 
ples, that purification and characterization are critically important steps that do not 
necessarily lead to valid conclusions in the absence of other conceptual input. 
These perspectives suggested that investigators seek a greater degree of indepen- 
dence and charity of thought as they continue to attempt to gain more definitive 
insights into mediator systems. 

SESSIONS 

The first session of the Conference which immediately followed Dr. Lepow’s 
presentation was entitled “Interactions between Cellular and Humoral Mediation 
Systems.” Charles G. Cochrane (Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, La 
Jolla, California) summarized current knowledge of the physical characterization of 
Hageman factor of human plasma and described the means by which it can be 
activated. 

Solid-phase and fluid-phase (enzymatic) activation is apparent. The contribution 
of each remains in question in conditions where Hageman factor is activated in 
whole plasma. The changes in physical properties of the Hageman factor molecule 
associated with solid-phase or liquid-phase serve to distinguish these two 
mechanisms: In solid-phase activation, Hageman factor binds to a negatively 
charged surface and is not cleaved when activated. A conformational change in the 
structure of the molecule may well occur exposing an enzyme site. 

Fluid-phase activation is brought about in greatest part by activated substrates of 
Hageman factor, a mechanism termed reciprocal activation. Human Hageman 
factor is cleaved into 52,000,40,000, and 28,000 MW fragments in the process. The 
first two fragments bear the structural groupings responsible for binding of the 
molecule to negatively charged surfaces. The 28,000 MW fragment is released from 
the negatively charged surface when the whole molecule is cleaved by fluid-phase 
(enzymatic) activators. It contains the enzymatic site of Hageman factor responsi- 
ble for generating activity of the kinin-forming, intrinsic clotting and fibrinolytic 
systems. 

The next speaker in this session, Hans J. Mtiller-Eberhard (Scripps Clinic and 
Research Foundation, La Jolla, California), discussed complement as an extracel- 
lular membrane effector. Attack of biological membranes by complement is in- 
itiated by enzymatic cleavage of C5. Activation of C5 is accompanied by dissocia- 
tion of the activation peptide, C5a, from the a-chain of the molecule. This is 
accomplished by the multiple subunit enzyme C5 convertase. The enzyme consists 
of a fusion product of at least three distinct precursors, C2, C3, and C4. The 
probable subunit structure is C4b,2a,3b. Cleavage of C5 constitutes the biochemi- 
cal signal for self-assembly of the C5b-9 membrane attack complex. Assembly of 
this multimolecular complex is governed by adsorptive processes. In its nascent 
stateCSb-9 can attach to the outer membrane of a cell and subsequently kill the cell. 
The complex was isolated and dissociated into its subunits by SDS polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis. Its predicted composition was confirmed, except for the pres- 
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ence of an as yet unidentified protein. CSb-9 possesses neoantigens which are 
unique for the complex and are not shared by its precursor proteins. The probable 
mode of action of the complex in causing membrane damage appears closely related 
to the unique quaternary structure of C8. 

Generation of biologically active peptides by neutrophil bound enzymes was next 
described by Bruce Wintroub (Robert B. Brigham Hospital, Boston, Mas- 
sachusetts). Mediators of inflammation may originate from humoral or cellular 
sources and from cellular-humoral interactions. Enzymes supplied by neutrophil 
lysosomes may interact with kininogen, a plasma cy-globulin, to generate kinins. In 
an effort to characterize neutrophil dependent kinin generation, a unique effector 
pathway, distinguishable from the plasma or cellular kinin system, was detected. 
This pathway, designated the neutral peptide generating system, provides a 
mechanism by which the neutrophil may participate in inflammation independent of 
degranulation and phagocytosis. A diisopropyl fluorophosphate (DFP) inhibitable 
protease located on the surface of the neutrophil plasma membrane acts on a heat 
stable, 90-95,000 MW plasma a-globulin to generate a trypsin sensitive neutral 
peptide which contracts smooth muscle and increases vascular permeability. This 
pathway is controlled by two normal plasma proteins. a-1 Antitrypsin inhibits the 
neutrophil protease and a Ca2+ dependent, 300-350,000 MW inactivator destroys 
neutral peptide. Since the neutrophil protease is detected as an active molecule in 
unperturbed neutrophils, neutrophil accumulation may outstrip the available (y-l- 
antitrypsin with resultant neutral peptide generation. 

Gerald Weissmann (Department of Medicine, New York University School of 
Medicine, New York) concluded the first session with a talk on mechanisms of 
lysosomal enzyme release in immune injury. Human neutrophils release lysosomal 
hydrolases during phagocytosis or, when phagocytosis is inhibited by cytochalasin 
B, upon contact with phagocytosable substances (zymosan or immune precipitates). 
Microtubules were more prominent in phagocytosing than in restng cells, and 
were observed near primary lysosomes and forming phagosomes. “Regurgitation 
during feeding” resulted from degranulation of primary lysosomes into newly 
formed phagosomes which were still open to the extracellular space as well as from 
the ingestion of additional material directly into already loaded secondary lyso- 
somes. Both events led to the release of lysosomal contents from intact cells. When 
granule volume, calculated as the percentage of cytoplasmic volume, was deter- 
mined by point counting from electron micrographs the fractional volume of 
granules in resting cells was 22.6% of the cytoplasm. After phagocytosing zymosan 
for 15 min the granule volume was reduced to 9.2%. Pretreatment with PGEl (2 x 
10-4M) or colchicine ( 10-5M) reduced degranulation so that the fractional volume 
of granules in these cells after 15 min of phagocytosis was 13.4 and 11.6%, respec- 
tively. Degranulation was also inhibited by PGEI or colchicine when the cells 
ingested immune precipitates. Degranulation of lysosomes can be studied more 
conveniently by both morphometric and biochemical methods when cytochalasin B 
(5 pg/ml) transforms the leukocyte into a secretory cell in which lysosomes fuse 
directly with the plasma membrane as if to a phagocytic vacuole. Stimulation of 
cytochalasin B-treated neutrophils with zymosan led to a reduction of granule 
volume within the cell, and histochemically identifiable myeloperoxidase appeared 
at the cell/zymosan interface, indicating that lysosomes fused with the plasma 
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membrane instead of with phagocytic vacuoles. As they did in ordinary phagocytic 
cells, colchicine, vinblastine, PGEi plus theophylline. as well as dibutyryl CAMP 
plus theophylline, inhibited fusion of polymorphonuclear granules with the plasma 
membrane: e.g. the mean granule volume in colchicine-treated, zymosan- 
stimulated cells was 13 and 12.8% in CAMP treated cells as compared to untreated, 
zymosan-stimulated cells which contained a mean of 7.6%. These experiments 
provide morphologic confirmation of previous suggestions that fusion of granules 
with phagocytic vacuoles or the plasma membrane may be modified by cyclic 
nucleotides and the state of assembly of microtubules. 

K. Frank Austen (Robert B. Brigham Hospital, Boston) convened the second 
session which dealt with the specificity and nature of cellular activating 
mechanisms. Cell receptors: specificity and function was the subject of the first 
paper by Pedro Cuatrecasas (The Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore). 
Considerable progress has been made in the identification and study of cell mem- 
brane receptors for a variety of peptide as well as nonpeptide hormones and drugs. 
In these studies the general approach has been to measure the interaction (binding) 
of a radioactively labeled hormone with the intact target cell or with isolated 
membrane preparations. The binding is surmised to reflect specific receptor in- 
teractions if it satisfies certain criteria such as specificity, saturability, tissue and 
target cell sensitivity, high affinity, and reversibility. Although these properties are 
necessary for the identification of receptors, they alone are not always sufficient to 
characterize the binding process unless studied in sufficient detail. 

A number of problems and pitfalls in the study of hormone receptors were 
described. Many of these relate to the problem of “nonspecific” binding. It is 
acknowledged that apparently specific binding of the type expected for receptors 
can also be seen with materials not containing receptor macromolecules. For 
example, radioactive insulin and glucagon can bind with surprising specificity to 
inorganic substances such as talc, alumina powder, and microsilica. An example 
was presented of specific insulin binding to talc; this demonstrates a phenomenon 
which has been interpreted as “positive cooperativity” in studies of binding with 
biological tissues. Since this effect cannot be due to receptor interactions or true 
receptor cooperativity. it was suggested that this effect is due to hormone-hor- 
mone interaction and ligand-ligand association. The consequences of such proces- 
ses for interpreting the results of binding studies were discussed. Such ligand 
self-aggregation, as well as nonspecific binding, can complicate Scatchard plots and 
give the impression of second-order binding sites. 

Other problems discussed related to the difficulty of ascertaining precise kinetic 
constants of binding when the receptor concentration in the assay medium is 
exceptionally high, as is usually the case in binding studies which utilize ligands 
(hormones) of insufficiently high specific activity. In addition, assessment of bind- 
ing affinity on the basis of competition or displacement curves with native or 
unlabeled hormones underestimate the true affinity constant. These pitfalls will be 
evident as well in Scatchard plot analyses. It was pointed out that certain hormones 
can cross-react with receptors for other sometimes closely related hormone recep- 
tors. In such cases the affinity of the interaction is usually lower than that of the 
hormone or its true receptor. Serious problems of interpretation can also result 
when binding data is obtained on mixed cell populations since the assumption is 
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frequently made that all of the cells present are contributing equally to the binding 
process. The erroneous conclusion can be made, for example, that few receptors 
per cell exist in a given clinical state when in actuality the change is in the relative 
composition of the cells under study. The need for correlating the affinity of binding 
with the affinity for biological responses was discussed and the problems frequently 
encountered in such interpretations described. 

The possible mechanisms by which hormone-receptor complexes, once formed, 
can modulate membrane-localized functions were discussed. These mechanisms 
were illustrated with recent studies on the action of cholera toxin on cell mem- 
branes. 

Peter M. Henson (Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, La Jolla, California) 
continued the session with his work on biochemical differences in platelet activa- 
tion by different stimuli. Rabbit platelets are activated by different stimuli (colla- 
gen, platelet activating factor from basophils, anti-platelet antibody, zymosan with 
bound complement, and thrombin) to secrete their preformed content of vasoactive 
amines, mediators of acute inflammatory reactions. The secretory event requires 
Ca*+ and energy, and is inhibited by colchicine and agents which increase intracel- 
lular CAMP. During secretion, intracellular cAMPlevels drop. DFP also inhibits 
secretion, but only if present during the reaction of stimulus with cell. The 
stimulus-dependent activation of a precursor serine esterase on the platelets was 
suggested. Support for this hypothesis came from observations of inhibition of 
secretion by small molecular weight esters. From inhibition data with series of 
phosphonate inhibitors and with different esters, it appears that each stimulus 
activates a unique serine esterase involved in secretion. It was postulated that this 
process represents an important mechanism of cell activation. 

The next two papers were concerned with mediators resulting from IgE depen- 
dent reactions. K. Frank Austen (Robert B. Brigham Hospital, Boston) discussed 
the generation and release of unstored mediators in such reactions. Mediation by 
human IgE of immunologic release of histamine, slow reacting substance of 
anaphylaxis (SRS-A), and the eosinophil chemotactic factor of anaphylaxis 
(ECF-A) from human lung fragments has been established by showing deletion of 
activity with specific immunoadsorbents, competition for sensitization with IgE 
myeloma protein, and releasing activity with specific anti-IgE. The biochemical 
pathway initiated by interaction of IgE with specific antigen, appears to involve a 
DFP-sensitive esterase, anaerobic glycolysis, and certain cations, and is modulated 
by receptors of the adrenergic and cholinergic prototype. The chemical mediators 
presumably alter pulmonary function both by a direct action, perhaps particularly 
pertinent for the smaller peripheral airways, and by an effect on the epithelial 
irritant receptors to initiate a reflex cholinergic discharge with constriction of the 
larger, central airways and possibly further enhancement of mediator release. 

The terminal events in the release of preformed mediators by IgE were given by 
Lawrence Lichtenstein (Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, at Good Samaritan 
Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland), the last speaker of this session. The preformed 
mediators under discussion, which are released from human basophils by the 
antigen-IgE antibody interaction, are histamine, SRS-A, ECF-A, and a newly 
defined TAMe esterase (apparently a kallikrein, since it generates kinin from 
human serum kininogen). Insofar as these have been studied, the mechanism of 
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release of each is similar: the process is active, energy requiring, and controlled by 
hormone-receptor interactions which involve the CAMP system. Histamine. act- 
ing through an H2 receptor, can feedback to inhibit the release of each of these 
mediators. The H2 receptor is also present onT lymphocytes and, in fact, seems to 
mediate a general anti-inflammatory role of histamine. The release process can be 
divided into two stages. The CAMP-active agents inhibit in the first stage while 
agents which impair calcium flux, the generation of metabolic energy or mi- 
crotubule aggregation act in the second stage. Each of these mediators is also 
released by the calcium ionophore A23 187. This material appears to bypass the first 
stage of release. Studies of ionophore histamine release. together with the above 
data, suggests, a sequence of steps which leads to the release of the preformed 
mediators of anaphylaxis. 

Richard Dutton (University of California, San Diego) was the first speaker of the 
third session, “Mediators ofT-cell-B-Cell Cooperation.” He briefly reviewed the 
development of the concept of T cell mediator as a maturation signal in B cell 
response to antigen. His account of the more recent developments in this field 
showed that the originally simple model was rapidly becoming more complex. The 
three other presentations in this session represented further examples of this 
increasing complexity. Studies from Dr. Dutton’s laboratory have shown that the 
proliferation phase of the humoral immune response can be initiated in the complete 
absence of T cell helper activity. The T cell help, which is needed later in the 
response, supplies a maturation signal, which causes the differentiation of the 
already responding B cell into a mature antibody-secreting lymphocyte. 

Kimishige Ishizaka (Good Samaritan Hospital, Baltimore, Maryland) presented 
studies from his laboratory on enhancing factors for IgE and IgG antibody re- 
sponse. An in clirro culture system was set up to observe secondary anti-hapten 1gE 
antibody response of rabbit lymph node cells. Rabbits were immunized with dini- 
trophenyl (DNP) derivatives of either Ascuris extract or Ragweed extract Fraction 
D included in alum, and their mesenteric lymph node cells were stimulated with an 
appropriate antigen. For the anti-hapten IgE antibody response, both hapten 
specific precursors and carrier-specific helper cells are required. Helper cells for 
IgE antibody response were obtained when rabbits were immunized with the carrier 
included in alum. Immunization with the same carrier included in complete 
Freund’s adjuvant raised carrier-specific cells which have helper function for IgG 
antibody response but not for IgE antibody response. Helper function of carrier- 

specific cells was replaced by enhancing soluble factor which was obtained by 
stimulation of carrier-primed lymphocytes with free carrier. Anti-hapten antibody 
response was observed by stimulating DNP-primed cells with hapten-heterologous 
carrier conjugate followed by culture of the stimulated cells in cell free supernatant. 
containing enhancing soluble factors. The soluble factors obtained in their system 
do not contain antigen, lack the immunoglobulin determinant and carrier- 
specificity. Evidence was obtained that enhancing factor for IgE antibody response 
is different from the factor for IgG antibody response. When donors of carrier- 
specific cells were immunized with the carrier included in alum, cell free superna- 
tant obtained from the carrier-specific cells enhanced both IgE and IgG antibody 
responses. If the donors were immunized with the same carrier in complete Freunds 
adjuvant, cell free supernatant obtained from the carrier primed cells enhanced IgG 
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but not IgE antibody response. Fractionation of cell free supernatant with both IgE 
and IgG enhancing activities indicated that enhancing activities for IgE and IgG are 
associated with different molecules. 

The process of antibody response can be divided into two stages, namely, 
activation of hapten-specific cells by hapten-heterologous carrier conjugate, and 
differentiation (and proliferation) of activated cells to antibody forming cells in the 
presence of soluble factor. Mechanisms of B cell activation was studied. It was 
found that divalent anti-immunoglobulin (Ig), but not the monovalent antibody 
fragment, activated hapten-primed IgG-B cells which formed anti-hapten antibody 
in the presence of nonspecific enhancing factor. The results indicated that bridging 
of cell-surface immunoglobulin is an initial step of B cell activation. The activation 
of B cells by anti-Ig or hapten-heterologous carrier conjugate was enhanced by 
increasing intracellular CAMP level. By contrast, the second stage of antibody 
response, which involved differentiation and proliferation of B cells and secretion 
of antibody, was inhibited by CAMP. 

John Kappler and Phillippa Marrack (University of Rochester, Rochester, New 
York) presented evidence for two types of helper T-cells in the mouse specific for a 
protein antigen, keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH). The first cell is able to help 
B-cells respond to the hapten, trinitrophenol (TNP), when coupled to KLH pre- 
sumably through the particiption of KLH-speciticT-cell factors. The second helper 
cell when stimulated with KLH is able to help B-cells respond to red blood cell 
antigens, but not TNP-KLH, through the production of a nonantigen-specific 
factor. Both types of helper cell were shown to be present in the spleens of 
KLH-primed mice, although they occurred with different frequencies. They were 
shown to be different T-cells by their segregation from each other in vitro at limiting 
dilution. 

Several examples of variability commonly encountered in experiments involving 
in vitro generation of immune responses were discussed by Robert I. Mishell 
(University of California, Berkeley). The hypothesis that much of this variability 
involves environmental effects on accessory cell (A cell) functions was advanced. 
Experiments delineating the specific role of A cells and factors produced by them in 
protecting T cells from inactivation by hydrocortisone were presented in detail. 
Protection by in vivo activated A cells was shown and advanced to explain occa- 
sional examples of hydrocortisone resistance which appear in the literature. Finally 
a few other examples of A cells regulating T cell function were presented. 

The last two sessions of the Conference were entitled Mediators of Cellular 
Immunity, Parts I and II. Gale A. Granger chaired the first part and John R. David 
the second part. Studies on B cell lymphokine production by trypsin derived C3b 
done in collaboration with S. M. Wahl, W. J. Koopman, and S. E. Mergenhagen 
were presented by Ann L. Sandberg (National Institute of Dental Research, 
Bethesda, Maryland). Trypsin cleavage of the third component of guinea pig 
complement (C3) (1% trypsin, pH = 7.5, 60 set, 20°C) yields a fragment which 
stimulates guinea pig lymphocytes to produce a chemotactic lymphokine. Under 
these digestion conditions the fragments obtained (C3a andC3b) are similar to those 
generated via immune activation of the complement sequence. In contrast, further 
digestion of C3 (2% trypsin, pH = 7.5, 1 hr, 20°C) yields C3c and C3d which are 
inactive as inducers of this lymphokine. These digested C3 preparations contain 
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only minimal inherent chemotactic properties. The C3 fragments, C3b and C3d, 
were characterized immunochemically and by their ability to inhibit rosette forma- 
tion between lymphocytes and erythrocyte-antibody-C complexes bearing C3b or 
C3d. C3 and its digestion products were added to spleen cell cultures and 48 hr 
supernatants were assayed for chemotactic activity in modified Boyden chambers. 
Chemotactic activity was quantitated by microscopic enumeration of guinea pig 
macrophages which had migrated through 5 pm polycarbonate filters in response to 
the cellular derived factor. The lymphocyte production of chemotactic factor was 
completely abrogated by the adsorption of the C3b containing digest with goat 
anti-guinea pig C3 coupled to Sepharose 4B prior to its addition to spleen cell 
cultures. The active C3 fragment was C3b as demonstrated by Sephadex G-75 
column chromatography of the 60-set digestion products of C3. The lymphocyte 
stimulating activity eluted only in the exclusion volume (MW > 50,000 daltons). B 
cell populations (> 95% B cells) obtained by removal of rabbit erythrocyte rosetted 
T cells produced this chemotactic factor when stimulated with C3b containing 
preparations. In contrast, T cells obtained by double passage of spleen cells through 
nylon wool colums (> 95% cells) were incapable of elaborating this lymphokine 
when stimulated with C3 fragments but did respond to phytohemagglutinin. These 
studies imply that free C3b generated by proteolytic enzymes may contribute to 
immunological sequelae by virtue of its ability to generate lymphokines. 

Thomas C. Merigan (Stanford University Medical School. Stanford, California) 
spoke on interferon and the immune system noting that interferon has been as- 
sociated with the immune response in two ways. First. interferon has been ob- 
served as a product of the cell-mediated immune response associated with blas- 
togenesis and the production of other mediators. Secondly, interferon has been 
shown to have both immunodepressing and immunoenhancing effects in lymphoid 
cell culture systems. 

Observations inDr. Merigan’s laboratory have documented the ability of human 
lymphocyte preparations in the presence of macrophages to produce interferon on 
an immune specific basis to undergo blastogenesis in response to PHA, PPD. 
vaccinia, or herpes simplex antigen. In the case of the latter stimulus, the 
T-lymphocyte has been shown to be the source of the interferon production and 
carry the memory for the interferon response related to recent prior herpes simplex 
infection. Whereas, blastogenesis appears to be related even to remote prior infec- 
tion. 

His studies have demonstrated large doses of interferon inhibiting the subsequent 
production of circulating antibody to sheep red blood cells as well as antibody 
forming cell production in the spleen. Furthermore, if interferon is given imme- 
diately after antigen, immunoenhancement of circulating antibody levels to sheep 
red blood cells is observed. The immunosuppressive effect can be observed with 
Salmonella typhimirrium polysaccharide antibody production as well and, in this 
latter case the inhibition seems to be acting through an effect on the B-lymphocyte 
when the mechanism is studied in vitro. 

Lymphotoxin (LT) secretion, regulation, and its action on target cells was the 
subject OfGaleGranger’s presentation (University of California, Irvine, Californi- 
a). Studies were conducted in his laboratory to examine if there are control 
mechanism(s) regulating lymphokines released by mitogen-activated human lym- 
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phocytes in vitro. These studies were made possible by the development of an in 
vitro assay which quantitates the amount of LT secreted into a supernatant 
medium. They found evidence of control mechanisms operative at several levels: 

(a). Initiation 
(b). LT secretion is an inducible event, can be turned on and off, and only occurs 

when the secreting cell is in contact with the stimulating agent. 
(c). The levels reached in both mitogen and antigen MLC stimulated cultures are 

under some form of feedback control. 
(d). There is a sequential appearance in MLC reactions of allogeneic factor 

during the first 3 days of culture, followed by the rapid rise in LT as a suppressive 
factor. 

These studies begin to reveal that lymphokines are under stringent control 
systems which may explain how soluble nonspecific molecules can be important 
effecters in cell-mediated immunity. 

Zoltan J. Lucas (Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, California) 
concluded the first part of the two sessions with a talk on relationship of soluble 
lymphoid cell produced-toxins to cell mediated cytotoxicity. Human lymphocytes 
activated by phytohemagglutinin release several cytotoxins into the supernatant 
fluids. Toxins are assayed by lysis of mouse L cells growth-inhibited by actinomy- 
tin D. One toxin (called early lymphotoxin, ELT), detected within 4 hr after 
activation, is maximally detected at 24 hr, whereafter no further net increase 
occurs. Another toxin (called late lymphotoxin, LLT), is initially detected 24-36 hr 
after activation; its rate of release into the medium progressively increases for 
72-96 hr. ELT and LLT are also distinguishable by different volumes of distribu- 
tion in Sephadex G-100 chromatography (ELT, MW 45,000 daltons; LLT, MW 
80,000 daltons) and by inhibition of LLT by rabbit anti-human LLT, which does not 
inhibit ELT. A third toxin, present in lymphoid tissues like the spleen and termed 
adherent cell toxin (ACT), is elaborated by plastic-adherent cells, presumably 
macrophages, immediately upon attachment of the cells to a solid surface. Its 
release does not require mitogen-stimulation. its volume of distribution on 
SephadexG-100 chromatography is similar to that of ELT (MW 45,000 daltons), but 
these can be separated by subsequent DEAE chromatography. It was suggested 
that, because of its time of release, ELTfunctions as a cytotoxin, whereas LLT may 
be a lymphocyte regulator. 

The second part of this two part session on Mediators of Cellular Immunity 
concentrated on macrophages; and was initiated by John R. David’s (Harvard 
Medical School, Boston) discussion of lymphocyte mediators and the activation of 
macrophages. For many years, it has been apparent that macrophages play an 
important part in resistance to many infections. These cells ingest and dispose of a 
variety of organisms. When obtained from recently immunized animals, they 
exhibit an enhanced ability to do this (and are termed “activated”). More recent 
studies suggest that in vivo immune activation of macrophages requires the interac- 
tion of specifically sensitized T lymphocytes with the appropriate antigenic agent. 
Once activated, the macrophages may exhibit a certain degree of nonspecific 
antimicrobial activity. 

How the interaction of lymphocytes with antigen leads to the activation of 
macrophages in vivo is not known. In vitro studies on the mechanisms of cellular 
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hypersensitivity and immunity, however, have shown that such stimulated lym- 
phocytes produce a number of soluble mediators, several of which affect mac- 
rophages. 

A number of laboratories have shown that macrophages incubated with lympho- 
cyte mediators show altered morphology, metabolism. and function. Of especial 
interest are the changes that involve the macrophage membrane. Macrophages 
incubated in migration inhibitory factor (MIF)-rich Sephadex fractions exhibit 
increased adherence to glass and plastic, increased ruffled membrane movement. 
increased phagocytosis of some particles such as dead mycobacteria (but decrease 
in others, i.e., aggregated hemoglobin), enhanced pinocytosis and increase in 
incorporation of glucosamine and decrease in electron-dense surface substance. 
There is an increase in the activity of the membrane associated enzyme-adenylate 
cyclase. Other changes include increased glucose oxidation through the 
hexose- monophosphate shunt and increased number of cytoplasmic granules 
when assessed morphologically. Recently, such activated macrophages have been 
shown to produce collagenase. Of special interest is the finding that such mac- 
rophages activated by lymphocyte mediator exhibit bacteriostasis to bacteria such 
as Listeria and enhanced ability to kill syngeneic tumor cells. Clearly, lymphocyte 
mediators can activate macrophages. It is quite possible that other factors are also 
involved including direct lymphocyte-macrophage interactions. 

Heinz G. Remold (Harvard Medical School, Boston) presented studies from his 
laboratory on interaction of MIF with the macrophage. Little is known as to how 
lymphocyte mediators, especially MIF, interact with the macrophage. In order to 
investigate this problem, studies were undertaken in two areas: (1) I>-fucose on the 
MIF receptor of the macrophage and (2) the enhancement ofMIF activity by plasma 
esterase inhibitors. It was shown that incubation of macrophages with L-fucose 
abolishes the activity of guinea pig MIF on the macrophages. Other sugars, such as 
o-glucose, o-galactose, L-rhamnose. methyl-o-mannoside, and N-acetyl-n- 
glucosamine, had no effect. The abolution of MIF activity by L-fucose was reversi- 
ble. When macrophages were incubated with I.-fucosidase, a glycosidase which 
hydrolyzes terminal L-fucose from oligosaccharides of the cell surface, the mac- 
rophage no longer responded to MIF. On the other hand, MIF incubated with 
L-fucosidase was still active. These data strongly suggest that r,-fucose is an essen- 
tial part of a macrophage receptor for MIF. 

Because cell-associated esterases have been shown to play an important part in a 
number of regulating processes, the effect of plasma esterase inhibitors on the 
inhibition of migration of guinea pig peritoneal macrophages by MIF was investi- 
gated. Reincubation of macrophages with the plasma esterase inhibitors OLI- 
antitrypsin, Cl esterase inhibitor. and antithrombin heparin cofactor enhances the 
inhibition of migration of these cells caused by MIF. Heparin prevents the MIF- 
enhancing effect of antithrombin-heparin cofactor. This effect was shown to be 
specific for antithrombin-heparin cofactor, probably due to its ability to bind 
heparin. Modification of arginine residues of antithrombin-heparin cofactor and soy 
bean trypsin inhibitor, by 2, 3-butanedione, does not alter their MIF-enhancing 
capacity, whereas the thrombin and trypsin inhibitory activity is ablated. These 
findings indicate that modification of the arginine residues in antithrombin-heparin 
cofactor and soy bean trypsin inhibitor has no effect on the interaction of these 
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inhibitors with the macrophage, suggesting different binding sites. 
Regulators of chemotactic and lymphokine mediators was the subject of P. A. 

ward’s and R. Rocklin’s presentation, (University of Connecticut Health Center, 
Farmington, Connecticut, and Robert Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston, Mas- 
sachusetts). Normal human serum contains a chemotactic factor inactivator (CFI) 
which irreversibly inactivates the complement derived chemotactic factors (C3 and 
C5 fragments and 667). CFI also inactivates the monocyte chemotactic activity in 
preparations of the C5 fragment as well as the activity present in culture fluids of 
antigen-stimulated lymphoid cells. Incubation of CFI-rich preparations also leads 
to inactivation of MIF present in culture fluids of antigen-stimulated human lym- 
phoid cells. The inactivation of MIF appears to be irreversible. In addition, the MIF 
inactivator is heat-labile; prior heating of CFI-rich preparations at 56°C for 1 hr 
abolishes the inactivation of MIF. Recently CFI has been fractionated into two 
forms, an (Y globulin and a/3 globulin. Both forms have the ability to inactivate MIF. 
These results indicate that there is present in human serum a material that inacti- 
vates complement-derived and lymphocyte-derived mediators. 

Robert A. Prendergast (The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, 
Baltimore) concluded the Conference with his work on the effect of an invertebrate 
macrophage product on the vertebrate immune system. Delayed inflammatory skin 
reactions, inhibition of macrophage migration, and activation of mammalian 
peritoneal exudate macrophages with destruction of a target cell monolayer are 
caused by a protein of approximately 32,000 MW, isolated from coelomocytes of 
the sea StarAsteriusforbesi (SSF). These responses are similar to those induced by 
the supernatant of immune vertebrate T cells following incubation with specific 
antigen. The direct role of SSF on vertebrate lymphocytes was assessed in viva and 
demonstrated that injection of 1 mg SSF plus P815 mastocytoma cells into the 
peritoneal cavity of C38/black recipient completely abrogated the generation of 
cytolytic T cells. Further, in vitro treatment of spleen cells from syngeneic donors 
with SSF abrogated the development of a primary antibody response to sheep red 
blood cells in recipients following concomitant immunization. In contrast, similar 
treatment of cells from a primed donor did not affect the secondary response in the 
recipient after challenge with sheep red blood cells. The effect of SSF in cell- 
mediated resistance to Listeria infection was also investigated, and demonstrated 
that SSF-treated mice became highly susceptible to infection with a normally 
sublethal dose of this organism. Treatment of immune mice with SSF did not alter 
their immune status. Treatment of mouse spleen cells or human peripheral blood 
lymphocytes with SSF in vitro demonstrated marked suppression of tritiated 
thymidine incorporation induced by exposure to the T cell mitogens, 
phytohemagglutinin, or concanavalin A, and, in addition, suppressed response in a 
mixed lymphocyte culture. Viability of the cells whose division was suppressed by 
SSF was demonstrated to be normal following prolonged incubation by trypan blue 
exclusion, spontaneous rosette formation of human peripheral blood lymphocytes 
and sheep red blood cells, the ability of “killer” T cells to lyse allogeneic target 
cells, and the ability of mouse spleen cells to form antibody in culture in the 
Mishell-Dutton system if SSF is withheld during the first 24 hr following exposure 
to antigen. 

These data indicate that high doses of SSF have a marked inhibitory effect on 
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generation of a primary immune response to T-dependent antigens, but have no 
such effect on a previously immune cell popuatlion in demonstration of its normal 
competence. 




